says, occasionally has an illustration, but this is at intervals. Now, we do not claim to be a regularly illustrated paper, but we do claim to be illustrated as frequently, and more so, than the Burr. If the Burr has any of our issues of last year, we would like its exchange editor to look them over and see if they are not illustrated, all but one. Our first issue of this year had no illustration. We have been unable to discover any in the October number of the Burr. In conclusion, we would like to ask the editor of the Burr if he ever heard of the Harvard Lampoon?

---

**THE COLLEGE WORLD.**

**HARVARD.**—Nichols, '86, is studying at the Medical School, and will probably play on the nine in the out-field next spring.—The afternoon chapel exercises are very successful, and it is now more than likely that during the winter, at least, the daily exercises will be held in the afternoon instead of the morning. Professors Lowell and Torrey have been placed on the retired list.—The University boat-crew will begin rowing in the gymnasium at once.—The long vacation came to an end January 3d.—The rumor that several freshmen had been expelled from college before Christmas, is entirely groundless.

**YALE.**—The Banner cost seventy-five cents. It contains an unusually large and carefully prepared lot of statistics.—There is a plan afloat at Yale to build a tank large enough to contain a stationary shell, in which the crew can get practice in rowing on water during the winter months.—Gen. George B. Carrington, of Boston, has presented the college library with the original manuscript of an address delivered by Rev. James Beebe, of the class of 1745, to the soldiers he was leading to Canada in the French and Indian War (Brunonian).

**PRINCETON.**—It is stated that the Princeton Faculty have under consideration the advisability of changing Princeton College into a university, after the fashion set by Yale. One of the strongest arguments in its favor is the extreme ease with which it can be accomplished (Ex.)—The college has been presented by the class of '76 with $1,000, the interest of which is to be devoted to a prize debate.—Cook, of '89, has been elected captain of the eleven for the coming year.

**THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA** was the first college to issue an annual publication.

Dr. Nicholas Butler, of Columbia, is to have the charge of a supplement to Science, appearing every fourth number, and devoted to the education of pedagogics.—Pennsylvanian.

The Niagara Index seems to be a target at which every college editor in the land is having a shot. The Exchange editor is the bull's eye. Would it be a mixed metaphor to say that the bull's eye has a forked tongue?—Ex.

The Spirit of the Times offers a prize of one year's subscription to any one who will satisfactorily explain the resolutions adopted at the Inter-collegiate Foot-ball Convention.

After a lapse of over twelve years, women have again been admitted to the Medical College of Edinburgh.

**OBERLIN COLLEGE.**—Physical exercise is required of the co-eds.

By the recent base-ball rules, when a batsman takes his base on balls, he is to be credited with a base-hit. The same rule in college would give a man a perfect mark, when an instructor forgets to ask him a question.—Lowell Courier.

The Columbiad, published by the Junior class at Columbia College, will soon be ready for sale. A more than ordinarily fine number is expected.

Twenty fellowships are annually given by Johns Hopkins University to graduates of the University, or others, who expect to devote their lives to special branches of learning.

There are one hundred and four college graduates in the House of Representatives.